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In computer science, artificial
intelligence (AI), is intelligence 
demonstrated by machines, in 
contrast to the natural intelligence 
displayed by humans and animals. 
The term AI is used to describe
machines that mimic cognitive
functions associated with human 
minds, such as learning and 
problem solving. 



Other terms
• Machine learning: it is an application

of AI that provides systems the ability
to aumatically learn and improve
from experience without explicit 
programmation;

• Neural Networks: are computing 
systems inspired bu the biological
neural networks and nodes called
artificial neurons. 

• Data mining: is the practice of 
esaming large databases to generate 
new informations;



AI in Health
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Hype cycle. This figure features a hype cycle curve for three major innovations in radiation oncology (triangle: Monte Carlo; square: Inverse 
optimization/IMRT; circle: deep learning-based contouring). The curve depicts expectations by the target audience (those in radiation oncology and 
medical physics) as a function of time. Yellow, magenta, cyan, green, and blue portions of the curve denote “innovation trigger,” “peak of inflated expec-
tations,” “trough of disillusionment,” “slope of enlightenment,” and “productivity plateau” regions, respectively.

The Emergence of Artificial Intelligence  within Radiation Oncology Treatment  Planning, Tetherton et al. Oncology 2021



C.L. Brouwer et al.  Physics and Imaging in Radiation Oncology 2020

Use of AI in 2020
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AI is a friend

• Time reduc*on for the radiotherapist 
(contours, planning),

• Improve accuracy and precision in RT 
treatments,

• Predict toxicity,

• Cost reduc*on.

AI is a foe

•  ̏ I may take your job   ̋ ,

• Incorrect treatment decisions with 
incomplete or biased data,

• Manipula*on of AI algorithms or steal pa*ent 
data by hackers.

AI: friend or foe



AI in Brachytherapy



AI in the RT workflow
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Emotional intelligence is defined as the ability to understand and 
manage your own emotions, as well as recognize and influence the 
emotions of those around you. The term was first coined in 1990 by 
researchers John Mayer and Peter Salovey, but was later popularized by 
psychologist Daniel Goleman.



Erin Gillespie

Impact of AI on Quality of Care, Clinical Practice and Training
• Variation in quality exists, but regionalization is NOT the 

solution;
• AI can reduce unrewarding tasks that consume

time/cognitive burden;
• AI can also inform or facilitate strategies to enhance

quality (simulation training for complex cases, patient
selection for escalation of clinical care); 

Ø There will be pluses and minuses, but change is
certain;

Ø Success will come through networking within us
and across disciplines;
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Deep learning in digital histopathology for prostate cancer
• AI derived prognosIc biomarkers provide personalized

risk esImates, that when grouped allows more 
streamlined communicaIon;

• ArteraAI MMAI prognosIc tool idenIfies 6-fold more 
low-risk paIents than NCCN (safe omiOng of ADT with 
RT, with a NNT>25);

• Prognos/c biomarkers help with shared-decision making 
to avoid fu/le treatment intensifica/on;

• Use of AI tools leveraging digital pathology improves
prognos/ca/on, enabling us to determine the op/mal
treatment plan for the single pa/ent (precision
medicine);
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Current Progress of Machine Learning in Radiation Oncology
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Exploring ethical challenges in RadOnc AI

• While waivers can be ethical and pragmantic
solutions, patients have no idea that AI is being
used in research or care involving them;

• If for minimal risk for quality systems we can rely
on good ML practice, for higher risk we
necessitate prospective informed consent!

• Umbrella consent needed to inform patients;
• Additional disclosure duties: patient access to 

information about specific AI algorithms used in 
their care;
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Cost-effecUveness analysis in oncology with AI

JAMA 2023
Healthcare 2023



Genomic analysis in oncology with AI

JAAD 2021

JAAD 2021

2023



Genomic analysis in oncology with AI: the risk for RADONC

JCO 2023

BUT CONSIDER THIS



Genomic analysis in oncology with AI: the opportunity for RADONC



Things to remember: AI performance depends on the TRAINING



Red Journal 2022

Genomic analysis in oncology with AI: the opportunity for RADONC
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SUMMARY
• In the next years we will see many different

application of AI in RadOnc workflow;
• Current applications focus on contouring, 

planning, adaptive;
• Future development in other areas (genomic

profiling, radiomics) could have an high impact 
on RadOnc;

• Ethical challenges need to be solved;
• A big effort of RadOnc community is needed

to train and validate AI approaches
(networking is the key); 



Don't be afraid 
of the future

3DRT IMRT VMAT

Where were we 
until 20 years ago?

MRI-LINAC Advanced
SRT ?

CONCLUSIONS



There is no SOUL in 
the MACHINE. 

Only in front of it. 

Without you, it’s just DATA.




